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Abstract
Today, there is a serious need to improve the performance of algorithms for detecting objects in images. This process can 
be accelerated with the help of preliminary processing, having found areas of interest on the images where the probability of object 
detection is high. To this end, it is proposed to use the algorithm for distinguishing the boundaries of objects using the Sobel operator 
and Kohonen self-organizing maps, described in this paper and shown by the example of determining zones of interest when search-
ing and recognizing objects in satellite images. The presented algorithm allows 15–100 times reduction in the amount of data arriving 
at the convolutional neural network, which provides the final recognition. Also, the algorithm can significantly reduce the number of 
training images, since the size of the parts of the input image supplied to the convolution network is tied to the image scale and equal 
to the size of the largest recognizable object, and the object is centered in the frame. This allows to accelerate network learning by 
more than 5 times and increase recognition accuracy by at least 10 %, as well as halve the required minimum number of layers and 
neurons of the convolutional network, thereby increasing its speed.
Keywords: pattern recognition, Kohonen self-organizing maps, search and recognition of objects in the image, satellite and 
radar images, region of interest.
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1. Introduction
Currently, the low speed of detecting objects in images is one of the main problems of mod-
ern systems for processing various visual data. An increase in the speed of search and recognition 
of objects can lead to a significant increase in the performance of systems for analyzing satellite 
and radar images, medical images, data from robotic and military systems, unmanned vehicles, 
etc., having both technological and serious economic effects.
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One of the ways to increase the accuracy and speed of recognition algorithms is the use of 
neural networks (NN), and the most modern type of NN used in pattern recognition is convolution-
al neural network (CNN) [1]. For the high-quality operation of this type of network, it is necessary 
that the size of the recognized object and the sizes of the objects in the training set be comparable. 
If, in addition to the various types of desired objects, there is also a variation in the scale of the 
object in the image, the creation of a training sample and training of such a network will take con-
siderable time and computational resources, the number of errors in recognition will increase, and 
the speed will be low. The presented algorithm allows to reduce the amount of data analyzed when 
searching and recognizing objects in the image by 15–100 times, increase accuracy and save com-
puting resources. This is achieved through the use of Kohonen maps to determine areas of interest 
in the input image, in which there is a high probability of finding the desired object.
2. Literature review and problem statement 
Today, there are a number of works where the use of the self-organizing map of Kohonen 
(Self-organizing map, SOM) for image recognition has been investigated. Some authors use Ko-
honen maps to prepare input data with subsequent analysis by other NNs, while others use it to 
directly recognize objects in images. In [2], image segmentation by Kohonen maps is first applied, 
and then analysis in a hybrid NN. Kohonen maps were used to reduce the training set for hybrid NN 
and to speed up the analysis. The disadvantage of [2] is that the input image is classified as a whole, 
without the ability to search for an object. Therefore, when zooming in on the desired fragment 
in the input image, recognition will not be performed. In [3], Kohonen maps were used to solve 
clustering problems with a large number of objects and to distinguish among them those that have 
unusual characteristics.
Articles [4–8] describe the evolution of the R-CNN (Region-based Convolutional Net-
work) algorithm for searching and recognizing objects in images. In [4, 5], the initial version of the 
R-CNN algorithm is described. The algorithm extracts about 2000 regions on the input image, each 
of which is scaled using the affine transformation, and fed to the input of the convolution network, 
which extracts the feature vector (map). The article [5] describes the linear regression training to 
refine the coordinates of the object window. R-CNN has several drawbacks, mainly due to the high 
time spent on training the network, as well as on direct image processing by the algorithm, so that 
processing one image takes about 47 seconds. The following describes the development of this 
algorithm (Fast R-CNN [6] and Faster R-CNN [7]) up to Mask R-CNN [8] in which the ability to 
predict the position of the mask covering the found object is added.
The article [9] describes the YOLO algorithm (You Only Look Once), which allows search-
ing and recognizing objects in images 103 times faster than R-CNN and 102 times faster than Fast 
R-CNN, but with lower accuracy. This algorithm superimposes a grid on the input image and divides 
it into cells. Around each cell, the algorithm determines the bounding box of the zone of the possible 
location of objects with an assessment of the accuracy of detection and the probability of belonging to 
classes. Then, the accuracy estimate for each zone is multiplied by the probability of the class and the 
final value of the probability of detection is obtained. In [10], the SSD: Single Shot MultiBox Detector 
algorithm is presented, which is comparable in accuracy and speed to YOLO. The algorithm overlaps 
the entire area of the input image with bounding frames, the size of which varies within the set limits, 
allowing the detection and recognition of objects of various sizes. Both algorithms perform analysis 
from several thousand to several tens of thousands of parts of the input image.
When detecting and recognizing objects in images, it is necessary to apply algorithms that 
divide the input image into a set of images suitable in size for analysis in a convolutional NN. To 
save time and resources, the applied algorithm should reduce the amount of data needed for further 
analysis. Such an algorithm can be implemented in the following ways:
1) sequentially splitting the input image into frames of the required size with a frame shift 
of a certain number of pixels relative to the previous one;
2) using the algorithms R-CNN, Fast and Faster R-CNN, Mask R-CNN, YOLO, as well 
as SSD.
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Both of the presented methods require significant time and computational resources. In one 
case, several thousand frames are submitted to the subsequent convolutional NN for analysis, into 
which each input image is divided [4, 5], and in the other case, the image is analyzed as a whole, 
with enumeration of the possible boundaries of regions of interest and without preliminary screen-
ing of areas of no interest [6–10].
Thus, there is an obvious need for algorithms that can reduce the amount of data being 
analyzed, and thereby increase the speed of search and recognition systems for objects in images.
3. The aim and objectives of research
Interesting objects and the possibility of recognizing its type in a convolutional NN.
To achieve the aim, the following tasks are set:
– highlight the boundaries of the objects present in the image;
– perform a search for centers of objects;
– check the selected algorithms on real input data.
4. The algorithm for distinguishing the boundaries of objects located on the underlying 
surface
This scientific work is based and is a continuation of the previous study [11], in which the 
possibility and prospect of using neural networks and Kohonen maps to determine the centers of 
objects in images are investigated, and the performance of these two types of neural networks 
is compared.
Before transferring the input image for analysis to the convolutional NN, it is necessary 
to carry out preliminary processing.
Between the object in the image and the underlying surface there is always an inter-
face, which is formed due to the difference in brightness or light levels, because the reflec-
tivity of, for example, airplanes is usually higher than that of the underlying surface. Also, 
in most cases, the bodies of objects such as tanks or planes cast a shadow on the underlying 
surface, which also forms the interface. If to select these boundaries around the objects with 
dots in the input image, then the center of the cluster will actually coincide with the center of 
the object.
The algorithm for extracting the boundaries of objects located on the underlying surface, 
given in [11], has been finalized and now looks like this:
1) input color image is converted to shades of gray;
2) resulting image is contrasted;
3) application of the Sobel operator – a differential operator that calculates the approxi-
mate value of the image brightness gradient;
4) conversion to a binary image, using clipping by the brightness threshold. The resulting 
luminance separation boundaries take values 1, all the rest – 0;
5) removal of small objects;
6) filling inside closed borders;
7) removal of the boundaries of the desired object of the selected image parts that are not 
characteristic of geomeric forms.
5. Methodology for determining centers of interest
To increase the speed of analysis and reduce the necessary computing resources when ob-
jects of interest are detected in the input image, it is proposed to identify the areas of their possible 
location with further sequential analysis of the found areas in the convolutional NN.
To highlight the centers of zones of interest in the input image, it is necessary to train NN 
without a teacher, i. e. lack of training sample, as processing of each input image is carried out in-
dependently of the previous ones. The main types of Kohonen networks that use teaching without 
a teacher are [12, 13]:
– Kohonen network for vector quantization of signals;
– self-organizing maps of Kohonen.
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In this paper, let’s describe the SOM application to solve the problem of determining the 
centers of zones of interest, which is a development [11].
The main goal of SOM is to convert input vectors of arbitrary dimension into a one- or 
two-dimensional discrete map with a topologically ordered shape [13]. Kohonen maps are based 
on competitive learning. The neurons of the output layer compete for the right to activate, as a re-
sult of which only one output neuron, the winner neuron, is active. One way to organize this kind 
of competition between neurons is to use negative feedbacks between them. In the general case, 
neurons in SOM are located at the nodes of a two-dimensional grid with rectangular or hexagonal 
cells (Fig. 1). The magnitude of the interaction between neurons in the network is determined by 
the distance rn between them. The distance between the individual neurons is more consistent with 
the Euclidean distance for the hexagonal grid. The more neurons in the grid, the higher the degree 
of detail of the SOM result.
а                             b
Fig. 1. The initial arrangement of neurons in the nodes of a two-dimensional grid with cells:  
a – quadrangular; b – hexagonal
The location of the winning neurons determined during the competitive process is ordered 
in relation to each other, then ask the ones in the grid a significant coordinate system in which the 
coordinates of the neurons are an indicator of the statistical features contained in the input images.
The work of the SOM algorithm usually begins with the initialization of the synaptic net-
work weights and, after the correct initialization, three main processes are launched to form the 
map: competition, cooperation and synaptic adaptation.
The principle of operation of the SOM algorithm is considered in more detail in [11].
6. Description of the area of interest search algorithm
A satellite or radar image of the underlying surface with a known scale is fed to the input. 
Next, pre-processing is carried out, which is carried out in several stages:
1. Highlighting the boundaries of objects present in the image. For this, the algorithm de-
scribed in paragraph 4 is used, based on the use of the Sobel operator.
2. Search for centers of objects. SOM is used for this.
3. Identification of areas of interest. Around the found centers, an expanded zone of interest 
is formed, within which parts of the original image are extracted with a certain “window”. The se-
lected parts of the image should contain the point of the center of the cluster and overlap the vicinity 
of the zone of interest. The dimensions of the “window” are selected based on the given dimensions 
of the largest detectable object and change when the image scale is changed.
4. In the presence of closely located relative to the scale of the desired object network nodes, 
the zone of interest expands so as to overlap the common area for these nodes, instead of looking 
for the region of interest for each node separately.
5. Analysis in the convolution network. The obtained parts of the input image are submit-
ted for analysis to the convolution network, where the presence of the object on and its type is 
determined.
The algorithm for the search for zones of interest is shown in Fig. 2.
This algorithm can be used to search and recognize in the input image not only various 
types of armored vehicles and aircraft, but also other objects of interest, for example, when analyz-
ing the visual data of unmanned vehicles or when testing robotic systems. For this, it is necessary 
r2r1
r1 r2
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to set the maximum and minimum sizes of objects of interest for the algorithm to search for zones 
of interest, compose a training sample for these objects and train the convolutional NN.
Fig. 2. The algorithm of the search for zones of interest and determining the type of object
7. Demonstration of the algorithm on real input data
To search for several objects in the input image, it is necessary to take into account the real 
scale of the image and their relative dimensions. In order to avoid missing objects, it is necessary 
that the determined number of cluster centers in the image coincides with the number of smallest 
objects that can fit on the input image with a known scale. Fig. 3 shows an example of the algorithm 
for determining zones of interest in a real color satellite image measuring 671×493 pixels, which 
contains several types of aircraft, various underlying surfaces and structures. After preliminary 
processing, the input image is submitted for analysis to SOM with the initial arrangement of neu-
rons at the nodes of a two-dimensional grid with hexagonal cells. SOM needs about 150 learning 
eras. Based on the scale of the input image, the number of smallest aircraft that can fit on the image 
is 6×4. Therefore, at the output of the neural network, 24 cluster centers must be defined. If the cen-
ters of the clusters are located relatively close to each other, then their combination into one located 
in the center between them is possible. The same applies to “windows” around neighboring cluster 
centers if they overlap more than 90 % of the area. It is also possible to exclude from the analysis 
the centers located in the immediate vicinity of the edge of the image, since they can’t be the center 
of the aircraft, which the convolutional network could recognize during further processing.
Fig. 3. Input image processing with SOM analysis
As can be seen from Fig. 3, the Kohonen map identified the centers of the clusters in such 
a way that all aircraft will be highlighted with a “window” and will be used for further analysis 
in the convolution network. The minus of the map is the dependence of the position of the centers 
of the clusters on neighboring neurons, which leads to the presence of centers in areas with no 
differences in brightness. In this case, after the “window” identifies zones of interest around 
the centers of the clusters, about 100 cut frames the size of the maximum aircraft are sent for 
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further analysis. This is 1000 times less than when using sequential splitting of the input image 
into frames or 15–100 times less than when using algorithms similar to RCNN, YOLO and SSD. 
Also, the application of this algorithm significantly reduces the required number of training im-
ages of the aircraft for the convolution network, because the size of the “window” is tied to the 
image scale and is equal to the size of the largest detectable aircraft. This means that there is no 
need to vary the size of the aircraft in training images.
Table 1 shows the performance of the Kohonen map depending on the resolution of the input 
image and the number of possible objects of minimum size. The calculations фre performed in a 
program of our own design without the use of a GPU (graphics processor), acceleration and optimi-
zation algorithms on a personal computer with the parameters specified in paragraph 4.
Table 1
Kohonen map performance
The size of the input image, pix. Number of search objects SOM processing, sec.
120×230 3 0,1
200×400 10 0,3
671×493 24 3,3
As can be seen from the Table 1, the image processing speed of the Kohonen map has a 
non-linear dependence on the image size and the number of search objects, so the size of the input 
image should be selected based on the required speed of the algorithm.
According to the results of [11], the main drawback of the SOM algorithm was the frequent 
location of network nodes between objects, and not inside them. This drawback is eliminated using 
the algorithm for initializing the network weights according to random examples and changing the 
communication function between neurons in such a way that with increasing distance between 
them, the interaction quickly decreased. This allows to reduce the number of network nodes outside 
the facilities by about 4.7 times.
8. Discussion of the results of the created algorithm for the search for zones of interest on the 
underlying surface
Existing algorithms for searching and recognizing objects select several thousand or even 
hundreds of thousands of parts on the input image and submit them to the convolution network 
for analysis. The algorithm proposed in this article allows one to reduce the number of analyzed 
portions of the input image and to reduce the training sample for the convolution network, which 
can significantly reduce the time for searching and recognizing objects. This is achieved through 
a preliminary search for areas of interest in the image with further analysis of only the selected 
areas. The size of the “window” scanning certain areas of interest is determined based on the 
image scale and the given dimensions of the largest detectable object. Highlighting the bound-
aries of objects and applying SOM allow to determine the centers of objects in the image and 
create zones of interest around them. These solutions make it possible to eliminate variations in 
scale and center the desired object, due to which the training sample size of the terminal convo-
lution network is reduced several times, its training is accelerated, and recognition accuracy is 
increased.
The disadvantage of the created algorithm is a significant increase in the recognition speed 
only when analyzing images on which the boundaries of objects do not occupy most of the space. 
For example, in satellite and radar images, when the desired objects are located on a homogeneous 
underlying surface of great length. When analyzing images occupied by small objects, the algo-
rithm will determine the entire image as the zone of interest, while still reducing the number of an-
alyzed portions of the input image. The analyzed parts will be 300–500 times less than when using 
sequential partitioning or 3–10 times less than when using algorithms similar to RCNN, YOLO and 
SSD. In the future, it is planned to identify unique features of the shape of the boundaries of the de-
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sired objects, which will help to distinguish these objects against the background of the underlying 
surface and the boundaries of objects of no interest.
The pre-processing algorithm shows a high speed of extracting the boundaries of the objects 
of the input image. The search for cluster centers using a Kohonen self-organizing map allows to 
process images with sizes up to 500×500 pixels at high speed. and the number of search objects 
about 40 pcs. In the future, it is planned to use Kohonen map acceleration and optimization algo-
rithms for GPU calculations, as well as consider other options for searching for cluster centers, for 
example, the Kohonen neural network.
Compared with the previous work [11], the following is done:
– the algorithm for highlighting the boundaries of objects by performing image contrasting, 
filling the space inside closed borders, and filtering selected objects in the image which geometric 
shape does not match the shape of the boundaries of the desired objects has been improved;
– the algorithm for determining the zone of interest for closely located, relative to the scale 
of the desired object, network nodes has been changed. Now the zone of interest is expanded in 
such a way as to cover the common area for these nodes, instead of looking for the region of interest 
for each node separately;
– improving the initialization algorithm of the initial network weights and the function of 
reducing the connections between neurons with increasing distance between them, allows to sig-
nificantly reduce the number of network nodes that are between objects, and not inside them.
In further work, it is planned to improve the presented algorithm due to a better allocation of 
the boundaries of objects and the search for their centers. It is also planned to create and optimize 
a convolutional neural network for object recognition, which will create a complete system for 
searching and recognizing objects on radar or satellite images of the underlying surface.
9. Conclusions
1. To highlight the boundaries of objects present in the image, an algorithm based on the 
use of the Sobel operator is used. The algorithm has high speed, highlighting the boundaries of the 
objects of the input image in 0.008–0.03 sec.
2. SOM is used to search for centers of objects, as this is one of the fastest algorithms for 
determining the centers of input data clusters.
3. The developed algorithm is tested on real satellite images. Its application allows to 
reduce the amount of data analyzed by the convolution network by 15–100 times, which accord-
ingly reduces the time of searching and recognition of necessary objects. Also, the use of this 
algorithm reduces the required number of training images for the convolution network, since the 
size of the “window” is related to the image scale and corresponds to the size of the largest de-
tected object. This fact and the centering of the object on training images can accelerate network 
learning by more than 5 times and increase recognition accuracy by at least 10 %, as well as 
halve the required minimum number of layers and neurons of the convolutional network, thereby 
increasing its speed.
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